
The Mid-Autumn Festival 
night bazaar!
Chinatown, Singapore - 19 September 2013!

The Mid-Autumn Festival is a traditional harvest festival celebrated by 
the Chinese. Tonight is full-moon and the the bazaar fills out with 

people looking for, amongst other things, the pomelo fruit. The Chinese 
word for pomelo is similar in sound to the word for “blessing.” The 
fruit are green, which in Chinese culture is synonymous with health, 

prosperity and harmony. They are symbolic of family unity and hold out 
the wish that the family will, like the pomelo shaped full-moon, stay 
round, large, whole and united. As such they are an auspicious fruit.  

Tonight is the night to find your fruit and competition is stiff.!



The buying begins with the keen 
inspection of the fruit. Look, smell and 
weight are all important. Only the best 

will do, at the best price of course.!



At the $1 pomelo stall business is brisk 
and the fruit get snapped up amongst the 

bold calls of “�����” – “Buy my fruit!”!



Next door at the $2 stall the picture is 
not so rosy and the large interest in the 

neighbouring stall has not gone unnoticed. 
The cries from this stall holder are more 
plaintive than his rival, like a seagull 
circling in the sky looking for scraps.!



Money changes hands as another contented 
shopper takes hold of her luminous pink 
bag. The transaction is backlit by the 

insistent glow of the fluorescent 
lighting that is ubiquitous in South East 

Asian night markets.!



Meanwhile the $2 stall languishes in the 
loneliness of over-priced merchandise. 

The shoppers here are no fools and 
everyone is out for best price pomelo.!



The fruit frenzy intensifies as the night 
wears on with business only increasing 
for the $1 stall. By now the stall is 

easily the most popular along this 
stretch of Trengganu Street, in the heart 

of Chinatown.!



By now the $1 stall is rapidly clearing 
stock and reaping the rewards of 

undercutting the local competition.!



Suddenly, quite unexpectedly, one of the 
stall holders from next door’s overpriced 

counterpart appears. He starts removing 
the remaining pomelo from the stall of 
his cheaper, more successful rival and 

secrets them on his own stall.  
Seemingly he goes unnoticed.!



It is a ruse, a marketing ploy. The 
hitherto $2 stall miraculously transforms 

itself in to the new $1 stall and 
abruptly starts doing brisk business of 

its own with not only the fruit, but also 
the staff of the now defunct $1 stall. !


